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Dear friends,

We made it. We weathered challenges that will surely become  milestones
in history. "Remember the year of the pandemic," we'll say to one another
at Summits and networking events 10+ years from now. "That time
certainly proved that NANPA is built to last, and that I can overcome the
unexpected.

It's easy to imagine those conversations because we already have so
many like them—remember when cameras went digital....remember when
you didn't need a separate camera for video anymore...remember when
photographers relied solely on income from stock photography...It's a good
thing we're resilient like our subjects. 

Many of us learned new skills and new ways to communicate with one
another. But we're eager to see you in-person again nonetheless.

 
Dawn Wilson, NANPA President

Popular interests:
birds, conservation, fine
art, landscape, macro,
travel, underwater,
wildlife, and more!
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2,506
members

*projected data based on optional self-reporting
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37% female
63% male

40% professionals
60% hobbyists

www.nanpa.org

http://www.nanpa.org/
https://vimeo.com/539180600
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Determined to gather together in some form or
another, NANPA re-imagined its biennial signature
event as a 2-day online inspiration extravaganza
featuring nine of our most accomplished members
as keynote presenters. Another 17 members
presented focused 10-minute breakout sessions on
a wide range of topics, and five member-produced
documentaries aired within the online community. 

During the event, 16 members received recognition
for career accomplishments and/or extraordinary
service to NANPA and the nature photography
community. 

A few ways NANPA supported its members this year

JUNE 15: NATURE PHOTOGRAPHY DAY
Together with friends across North America and
throughout the world, we celebrated the 16th Nature
Photography Day on June 15, 2021. NANPA marked
the occasion by hosting its first-ever BioBlitz on
iNaturalist, introducing nature photographers to a
useful tool for planning field outings and identifying
subjects that simultaneously supports scientists
seeking research-grade data. 

ADVOCACY WIN
Years of advocacy work and collaboration with
other associations that support creative
entrepreneurs paid off in the final days of 2020
as the CASE Act was finally signed into law. 

24 WEBINARS
We hosted 24 free online learning
opportunities attended by 3,574 nature
photographers. These not only provide
educational content for the attendees but also
enable presenters to demonstrate their areas of
expertise and attract new followers or clients.

17 SIP AND SHARE NETWORKING OPPS
Responding to requests for more networking
opportunities, we launched the "Sip and Share"
program, bringing small groups of nature
photographers together—virtually—to talk
about shared interests. These casual and
participatory discussions served 231 members.

14 PODCAST EPISODES
We launched a podcast in fall 2020 in
collaboration with Wild & Exposed. The podcast
episodes lift up our members and their work.
The podcast also helps us bring photography
education and nature education to the larger
community beyond our member base.

233 PHOTOGRAPHERS FEATURED
Through a combination of week-long account
takeovers and daily features curated by a team
of volunteer members, we put a spotlight on
233 nature photographers, introducing them to
more than 15,000 followers on our Instagram
account. 

2 FREE HANDBOOKS, 1 FREE E-BOOK
Written by nature photographers for nature
photographers, handbooks included Contest
Secrets and Bird Photography as well as a 70-
page e-book on underwater photography in
temporary vernal ponds.  

2021 NATURE PHOTOGRAPHY 
VIRTUAL SUMMIT

You can view a recording of the State of NANPA meeting that took place at the Nature
Photography Virtual Summit. 

IMPACT: NANPA's social media posts, email messages, and website were viewed by more
than 2.1 million curious nature photography enthusiasts this year. 
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